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Abstract. This paper presents an overview of the experiments con-
ducted using Hybrid Clustering of XML documents using Constraints
(HCXC) method for the clustering task in the INEX 2009 XML Mining
track. This techique utilises frequent subtrees generated from the struc-
ture to extract the content for clustering the XML documents. It also
presents the experimental study using several data representations such
as the structure-only, content-only and using both the structure and the
content of XML documents for the purpose of clustering them. Unlike
previous years, this year the XML documents were marked up using the
Wiki tags and contains categories derived by using the YAGO ontology.
This paper also presents the results of studying the effect of these tags
on XML clustering using the HCXC method.
1 Introduction
INEX 2009 XML mining track has two tasks namely classification and cluster-
ing. The clustering task groups the documents without prior knowledge of the
categories. This paper presents an overview of the experiments as a result of our
participation in the clustering task.
In this paper, we utilise the Hybrid Clustering of XML documents using
Constraints (HCXC) method to cluster the INEX 2009 Wikipedia document
collection.HCXC utilises constraints and it is an extension of our previous work,
Hybrid Clustering of XML documents(HCX)[7].This method utilises frequent
subtrees extracted from the structure of XML documents to obtain the content
in order to cluster the documents according to the constrained content.The em-
pirical study reveals that HCXC combines both the structure and the content
non-linearly. Also, by using the constrained content the term space for clustering
is reduced.
Our overall motivation for participating in INEX 2009 was to investigate
the impact of using structure along with content on this new collection of the
Wikipedia corpus containing categories derived from YAGO ontology[8]. Hence,
we study how these documents were clustered using only the structure or the
content of XML documents over the combination of the structure and the con-
tent. Also, the presence of semantic tags in the XML documents has motivated
us to analyse how does our method perform on this collection with the semantic
tags.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 provides the
overview of our approach. Next, Section 3 covers the details about the pre-
processing of structure. Then, in Section 4 and Section 5 the frequent mining
algorithms and the clustering process are presented. Finally, in Section 6, we
discuss our experimental results and draw some conclusions in Section 7.
2 An Overview
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Fig. 1. Overview of HCXC
As illustrated in Fig.1, the clustering of XML documents using HCXC is
conducted using two phases namely frequent mining of the structures and then
utilising these common substructures to extract the content for grouping the
documents. The process begins with the pre-processing of XML documents to
represent their structure in the form of trees. Next, the frequent mining algo-
rithm, Prefix-based Closed Induced Tree Miner using Constraints (PCITMin-
erConst) is applied to extract the common structural information in the form
of subtrees among the XML document collection. Using these common struc-
tural information, the content corresponding to every frequent subtree is then
extracted and represented in Vector Space Model(VSM). Finally, a partitional
clustering algorithm is applied on this content.
3 Pre-processing of Structure
The structure of the XML document can have many representations depending
on its usability, such as graph, tree and path. We have chosen to use the tree
over graph, as the structure of the document did not include any cycles and the
problem of mining graphs was known to be NP-hard. On the other hand, paths
do not include sibling relationship between the tags hence tree was chosen as
the representation. Therefore in the pre-processing phase, each XML document
in the collection is modelled as an ordered, labelled and rooted tree. All the
documents contain the “article” as the root element hence they are rooted on
the “article” element. The tag names are then mapped to unique integers for
ease of computation. There are two different types of tags namely formatting
tags and descriptive tags which are semantically rich tags. The following table
provides the statistics of the tags information.
Table 1. Summary of Entity Tags in INEX 2009 subset
Subset
Formatting tags 61
Semantically rich tags 9654
Other tag related information such as data types, attributes and constraints
is ignored in the representation of structure as the empirical evaluation revealed
that this information did not contribute to an improvement in accuracy.
4 Phase 1: Extraction of common structural information
Using the pre-processed structure, PCITMinerConst was applied which generate
constrained closed frequent induced subtrees.PCITMinerConst algorithm is an
extended version of the PCITMiner [6] algorithm to mine frequent patterns with
a constraint. The constraint is applied in the form of the length of the patterns.
Let us define the closed frequent induced subtrees.
For a document tree DTi with node set N and edge set E, a tree dti with node
set n′ and edge set e′ is an induced subtree of DTi iff (1) n′ ∈ N ; (2) e′ ∈ E; (3)
the labeling of nodes of n′ in dti is preserved in DTi; (4) (n1, n2) ∈ e′ where n1
is the parent node of n2 in dti iff n1 is the parent node of n2 in DTi; and (5) for
n1, n2 ∈ n′, preorder(n1)<preorder(n2) in dti iff preorder(n1)<preorder(n2) in
DTi. In other words, an induced subtree dti preserves the parent-child relation-
ship among the nodes of the document tree, DTi. Now let us define the frequent
induced subtrees and the closed frequent induced subtrees. The frequent induced
subtrees in the document tree dataset,DT are the subtrees that have a support
that is equal to or more than the user-defined minimum threshold (min supp).
As defined in [6], in DT , there exists two frequent induced subtrees dti and dtj .
The frequent induced subtree dti is closed of dtj iff (1) dtj is an induced subtree
of dti, supp(dti) = supp(dtj); (2) there exists no supertree for dti having the
same support as that of dti. This property is called as induced closure and dti
is the closed frequent induced subtree of dtj .
The PCITMinerConst algorithm computes the length constrained subtrees
called Constrained Closed Frequent Induced (ConstCFI) subtrees. ConstCFI
are generated in a computationally efficient manner as these subtrees have
shorter patterns and are concise representation of frequent induced subtrees.
As PCITMiner[6] utilises the pattern growth technique and the frequent pat-
terns are in the memory, it is a computationally expensive algorithm for longer
structures such as the ones that exists in the INEX 2009 Wikipedia dataset.
Also, the empirical analysis showed that computing longer or deeper frequent
patterns is not required for this dataset.
5 Phase 2: Extraction of content and clustering
Using PCITMinerConst, we generate ConstCFI and use these set of subtrees to
extract Structure-Constrained content features from the XML documents . The
structure-constrained content features of a given ConstCFIi, C(Di, ConstCFIi)
of an XML document Di, are a collection of node values corresponding to the
node labels in ConstCFIi of Di. The structure-constrained content features
of ConstCFI subtrees, C(Di, ConstCFI), for an XML document Di, are a
collection of node values corresponding to node labels in the ConstCFI subtrees
of Di.
The structure-constrained content features of the ConstCFI for every doc-
ument is extracted.The extracted content is a list of terms which is then pre-
processed using the following steps:
1. Stop-word removal - an user-defined stop word list containing 552 words was
used to remove stop words from the collection.
2. Stemming using Porters stemming algorithm [2]
3. Integer removal
4. Shorter length words removal- words with length less than or equal to 3 are
removed.
The pre-processed content which is a vector of terms for every document in
the collection is then represented in VSM with the rows corresponding to the
terms in the given document. This VSM is then provided as an input to a clus-
tering algorithm. The k-way clustering algorithm [3] is used in HCXC to group
the documents. The k-way clustering solution computes cluster by performing
a sequence of k-1 repeated bisections. The input matrix is first clustered into
two groups, and then one of these groups is chosen and bisected further. This
process of bisection continues until the desired number of clusters is reached.
6 Experiments and Discussion
A number of experiments were conducted on the INEX 2009 Wikipedia clustering
task corpus to analyse the impact of using the structure features along with
content of XML documents in comparison to using only the structure or the
content of these documents. Also, to understand the impact of semantic tags
present in this collection for the clustering task.
The INEX 2009 Wikipedia clustering task corpus contained 2.7 million doc-
uments and the subset contained 54575 documents.We utilised only the subset
for our clustering task submissions. The subset of the collection was extracted
using the document ids provided in the classification task excluding 314 files
which were missing in the entire document collection.The subset contained 5243
unique entity tags and 1,900,072 unique terms and there were 73,944 categories
derived by using the YAGO ontology.
To understand the impact of semantic tags, the experiments are repeated
with two sets of collections: 1. subset with both semantic and formatting tags
collection; and 2.a semantic subset containing only semantically-rich tags without
any formatting tags. The semantic subset was created by ignoring the formatting
tags such as < p >,< sec >,< i >, < b > etc. There were about 61 formatting
tags which were detected manually and eliminated.
Firstly, we need to estimate the support threshold(min supp) and the length
constraint(const) values for the frequent mining algorithm, PCITMinerConst.
Hence, we applied support threshold in increasing percentage of 10 on the sub-
set collection.Fig.2 shows the support threshold and the number of subtrees
generated using PCITMinerConst.
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Fig. 2. Frequent mining results using PCITMinerConst
It could be seen that there is an exponential increase in the number of sub-
trees when the support threshold is reduced below 20% and extracting content
for thresholds below 20% might not result in any reduction in the search space.
Hence, we chose 20% as the support threshold for generating ConstCFI sub-
trees. Also, to determine the const value for PCITMinerConst we varied this
value from 2 to 14 and determined that a const value of 10 provided ConstCFI
subtrees without much information loss.
In order to measure the reduction in the number of terms using HCXC, a
Vector Space Model (VSM) was built on all the terms of the documents (Content-
only) and clustering was then applied to this representation.Table 2 summarises
the dimensionality reduction in both the number of unique terms and the total
number of terms. It can be seen that there is about 54% reductions in the number
of unique terms and the total number of non-zeros by 6% for PCITMinerConst.
There is a drastic reduction in the number of unique terms and the total no. of
non zeroes for the Semantic subset.
Table 2. Summary of Entity Text in INEX 2009 subset
Representation Unique terms Total No. Non Zeroes
Content-only 1900072 21480198
Content constrained by CFIConst
subtrees for the Original subset 869600 20112292
Content constrained by CFIConst
subtrees for the Semantic subset 474426 11105222
We also utilised two document representations namely term frequencies and
BM25 [1]. VSM representation containing term frequencies in TF-IDF were nor-
malized for document length. On the other hand, BM25 works on utilising similar
concepts as that of TF-IDF but has two tuning parameters namely K1 and b. K1
and b influences the effect of term frequency and document length respectively.
The BM25 tuning parameters were set as K1 = 2 and b = 0.75.
6.1 Evaluation using Purity
The clustering results were evaluated based on two sets of ground truth with
73,944 and 12,804 YAGO categories.The latter ground truth categories have
categories containing at least five documents. Considering each of the YAGO
category as a class, purity measures the extent to which each cluster contains
documents primarily from one class. Each cluster is assigned with the class label
of the majority of documents in it. Then the error is computed as the proportion
of documents with different class and cluster labels. Inversely, the accuracy is
the proportion of documents with the same class and cluster label. Purity is
measured as the ratio of number of documents with the majority label in cluster
to the number of documents in that cluster. The macro and micro purity of
entire clustering solution is obtained as a weighted sum of the individual cluster
purity. In general, larger the value of purity, better the clustering solution is.
purity =
Number of documents with the majority label in cluster k
Number of document in cluster k
(1)
We present in Fig.3 the results for purity for the subset collection for cluster-
ing solution containing 100 clusters evaluated on the 73,944 YAGO categories as
the ground truth. As there were five submissions with 100 clusters we have cho-
sen this so that we could compare our method against other approaches without
interpolating the results.
 
Fig. 3. Micro-purity vs Macro-purity for the subset collection for clustering solution
containing 100 clusters
From this figure, we could clearly see that our approach of using structure
constrained content performs better than other approaches using content-only.
on both micro-purity and macro-purity values The major reason could be that we
are effectively using the structure by eliminating non-frequent substructures and
the corresponding redundant content is also eliminated. Also, our representation
with BM25 outperforms the TF-IDF representation.
6.2 Collection Selection evaluation using NCCG measure
The clustering task in INEX 2009 was also evaluated using a novel evaluation
task to determine the quality of clusters relative to the optimal collection se-
lection goal for a given set of queries using manual query assessments from the
INEX Ad Hoc track using Normalized Cumulative Cluster gain (NCCG). The
details of this metric is provided in the clustering track overview paper [5]. There
were 4858 documents for the 69 topics or queries and the subset had 643 doc-
uments relevant to 52 topics or queries. The following graph Fig.4 shows the
distribution of the topics and its relevant documents in the subset collection. It
could be seen that a majority of the topics contained less than 5 relevant doc-
uments and there were only 9 topics which contained more than 20 documents.
On an average, each topic contained 12 documents.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the topics and the relevant documents in the subset collection
We also conducted experiments using the Content-only, Structure-only and
our structure and content representation to understand how the various repre-
sentations affect the clustering solution. In the structure-only representation,we
used the tags information to group them. It can be seen from Fig.5 that the
NCCG values for our representation of using structure and content together is
higher than both structure and content-only representation. But the performance
gain for our representation is significant in dataset containing both semantic
and formatting tags collection. It also reveals that by searching only 20% of
documents our representation could achieve higher NCCG values.
Also, it is an interesting result in comparison to the results for previous
years’ clustering tasks where clustering only the tags did not provide any useful
clustering solution [4]. However, this year due to the use of semantic tags, the
clustering solution using just the structure produces better clustering solution
in comparison to using content than previous years.
Now we analyse the impact of the number of clusters in the clustering solution
on NCCG values in Fig 6. A varied number of clusters ranging from 75 to 1000
were generated for our structure-content BM25 representation.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of structure-only, content-only and structure-content on semantic
subset and original subset for 100 clusters
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BM25 representation
From Fig. 6, we could see that with the larger number of clusters, there
is a drop in NCCG values. Also, there could be a possibility that we need to
be searching a very large number of clusters to find relevant documents. With
an effective cluster representation, the number of searches can be reduced with
smaller number of clusters. Hence, for our method, smaller number of clusters
provide better clustering solution than larger number of clusters.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed and presented the results of HCXC cluster-
ing approach using constrained frequent subtrees for grouping XML documents
using both their structure and content of XML documents in the INEX 2009
Wikipedia dataset. The main aim of this study is to explore the applicability of
the proposed method to INEX dataset as well as to understand the importance
of the content and structure of the XML documents for the clustering task. We
have demonstrated that we were able to apply clustering on both the structure
and content of XML documents and also provide more meaningful clusters. By
doing so, we could effectively reduce the dimensionality for clustering. On the
other hand, our empirical analysis reveals that using only the content enclosed
within the semantic tags does not show a significant improvement in the quality
of the clustering solution in comparison to using the content enclosed within
both the semantic tags and formatting tags. This can be due to the presence of
less content in the semantic tags and hence the content corresponding to them
does not contain enough information for clustering. As a future work, we are
planning to represent the structure and content in higher dimensions and apply
clustering on higher dimension data model. Also, the partitional clustering algo-
rithm was not able to scale for clusters more than 1000 and our future work will
include developing algorithms to provide clusters more than 1000 and to scale
to the entire dataset.
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